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At this day and era of mass censorship, where one cannot live properly without
abiding to the jews, and when the jews THEMSELVES have dropped all masks,
there are still these lunatic retards who literally DISREGARD this reality and still
insist that the jews aren't a problem and that we are just bigoted.

Spiritually wise we have to remember that a few hundreds of years ago, any
spiritual knowledge whatsoever was only the privilege of Jewish underground
gangs, and from Gentiles, for few to nobody.

All evidence in all the worlds, and even one's own eyeballs can see, but since the
jews instructed really well the Goyim that any defense from jewish attacks is
something strange, here we go, speaking with demoralized robots.

No matter the evidence, they keep on the same understanding which says
somehow it's so evil to have hostile or defensive feelings for people seeking to
harm you. And who have historically done so. This game has reached to where
the enslaved "Goyim" have actually formed legislation, to protect, out all of the
people of the world, the Chosen Jews. But above all it's not any legislation, it's
people doing this on their own.

Religiously speaking, if we were to stupidly assume that the jews were a
"SPIRITUAL" group, what is there to like really, especially from people who call
themselves "SATANISTS" but simply act on Judaism in reverse? The only reason
one should be on friendly terms is if they practice reverse christianity, so they are
the doubles of their buddies. If one loves Satan and the Gods they can't love or
have a positive feeling about these people.

This was what Satanism was 'before' us.

Only, they pretend to be in Satan's house as so many of our own infiltrators do, to
do this more effectively and from within. Old-time, Ancient Judaic Talmudic
Warfare, infiltration and destruction from within.

I mean at least when one is a Christian, Jew or Islamist, at least he is a sworn
enemy to Satan. But the jews went one step further and decided at some point to
create the false proof they always needed to promote their core judaism culture
from the backdoor.



And then they were furious when the Gods of Gentiles got a voice and actually
voiced for the Jews to be spiritually annihilated. Because as we know no matter
how many crimes and defamation the jews do, it's always done in divine wisdom
and they are beyond any punishment no matter what they do.

After all they justify it on erm...G-d or something. And since you can't know
G-00-d you can't really understand the divine reasons on why jews rob you,
destroy your spirituality and everything else. This is the definition of psychopathy
and sociopathy in the most advanced stages which are not known to man, but
they are normal for jews.

Then we have some retards who still deny jewish influence and power. They of
course deny the fact that they are the ruling caste of this world and they run
everything, for some reason. Mainly because they are afraid to realize the truth,
or because they are cucked and well aware of what the consequences may be
for speaking it.

So instead they do what every slaver reign loves, they bent and take it over
instead and they play the tough guys to defend this 'order' which has raped them
so much, and caused them Stockholm syndrome.

But they don't really think of it that way. They'd rather do the GOOD thing.
Because supporting one's right to freedom and life is the BAD thing now. We are
BAD and they are GOOD.

Then we have the other funny idiots who pray to Rabbi Yeshua Jesus Christ to
save them from his own race, which admittedly by his own shit-mouth, says he
wants to 'save' only the jewish race, by establishing a worldwide slavery with the
elect jews at the top. Somehow you can even be an anti-semite when you
believe this, strive for this, live for this, pray for this, and when all your emotional
moments are with the name of the jew in your lips. Very anti-semitic.

Now who would do this, especially, and deny that the jews are causing problems,
when the jews themselves have thrown all masks on their own? It doesn't even
require "Bigoted Antisemites" to do this anymore. They tell it openly on their own
for these two late decades. You can even google it or something. They loudly talk
about their plans, force them on the planet, and shit the Goyim in the face in
every TV show and every chance they get.

When they fill lands to bastardize the world, and openly proclaim we are moving
towards 'Zion' which is their wet-dream, or when they praise Rabbi Jesus in their
Hollywood? Only jews would do this to simply... troll and insist on the same old



bullshit that this is not the case with Jews being what they are and doing what
they do. Because believe not your own eyes Goyim, believe jewish opinion
instead.

Time and the future will always prove the JoS right and more right. This is
something which is partially not the most pleasant thing, as I hope I don't get
proved right on most predictions I say about jews, simply because their plans are
abominable and we need to fight spiritually to never see such a future. I don't
seek to be right on all of this, I really just seek to be DEAD WRONG and that
none of the children of the world will ever experience anything like this.

But the issue is that the boat has been set to go into a specific direction with this
world, so to say. It's not very hard to see where this is going if there is not some
other power to steer this boat. It goes into a certain direction, and then wreckage.

The jews have been unmasked so the "Lunatic Anti-Semitism" of the JoS has
been equally debunked. Same as so many other things which nowadays, even
retarded people who are 'outsiders' to anything important to life can see by
themselves. Never has there been any evidence against the JoS. Only the
"OPINION" of these holy jews and fools who try to pervert others with mental
poison and doubt.

Because as we all know the problems of the world right now are the JoS. And all
free thinkers mustn't be against things like A WORLD SLAVERY THAT WANTS
TO KILL YOU AND ENSLAVE MANKIND SUCH AS THE JEWS, but you know,
the JoS and anyone who talks about this. Because this is what makes the
Chosen cry, and therefore, this is all that really matters. These are the problems
of the world.

Another thing which is very interesting is how all the jews who were lurking in the
JoS forums are now (when their soul cracked from being raped by the RTR's
most probably) on the assault on the JoS. This is very simple and we can figure it
out. Interestingly enough, they gained a small following by guess what, promoting
the JoS. And then they went batshit one day to proclaim us all wrong.

Free thinkers as these people were, they finally figured it out: All the evidence
and all the help provided was a sham. Because they felt so. And as we know,
feelings > evidence.

These retards of course are just shilling for their race or just attention whoring.
Being the good people and free thinkers as they are, all they have to do is not
really, devote all this intelligence of theirs into fighting the real slavery orders, but
the Doom-Apocalypse-Mother-Of-All-Evils-In-The-Universe-JoS.



The arguments are the usual, that we are somehow having strange beliefs
because guess what, they read another jewish author and jewish Satanism the
other day, and they found out that we don't agree with blood drinking, child
genital-suckling jews. And how dare we... It's like we deceived them all along and
it's like it WASN'T in the JoS frontpage since... 2002 or something. So the other
line is that we do strange and bizarre things, which they go into spiels about.

The jews do Necromancy, the speak with dead Rabbis. What is so illegitimate of
the Clergy to work on very important people who have departed? Nothing...

The jews do have spiritual guides and angels (which they know to be aliens)
helping them. These are called Magid. What's so crazy about the JoS saying the
same, and that the Gentiles too have their Gods, our Creators, and our helpers?
Nothing...

How dare these Goyim believe in Chakras, meditation, and magick... Isn't it like
the Jews work in Chakras, Magick and prayer, and isn't it like the Torah itself is a
manuscript of spells... But don't forget Goyim, nothing of this really exist, the JoS
are Lunatics.

What's crazy further? Oh the Magnum Opus... Yes... Only that the Jews also
seek to do something similar and live forever on the astral which they call
Tikkunim.

How dare the Goyim also reverse the divine "Torah", which was written by Rabbis
and has successfully subjugated half of mankind into eternal bullshit? What the
jews do except shitting their pants of this, as they understand the importance of
this more than any Gentile, New Ager, Secular, or any other person do... They
launch attacks against us. They are aware of what is going on, and if you had
their knowledge, you would be too.

I will tell you what is "crazy". Nothing what anyone does here or experiences is
'crazy' or 'false'. The only thing the jews can't cope with is that the Goyim are
finally having a culture and Gods to actually help them and protect them. Which
the jews have abolished for closely two thousand years...

Their problem is a simple one: That the Goyim have found out the Truth and not
only that but they dare attack the jews on a spiritual battleground they have
secluded us from for centuries. This is what the JoS is about. The Goyim, the
soulless animal of jewish definition, finally does a striving to find their soul.



And that is a real problem for the jews and the world they want to create. The
faint hearted and quitters will not understand it, neither will the deserters of
Satan's path, but in the end those who persist will receive the fulfillment of
Satan's promises.
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